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Hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) both self-renew and give rise to
all blood cells for the lifetime of an individual. Xenogeneic mouse
models are broadly used to study human hematopoietic stem and
progenitor cell biology in vivo. However, maintenance, differenti-
ation, and function of human hematopoietic cells are suboptimal
in these hosts. Thrombopoietin (TPO) has been demonstrated as
a crucial cytokine supporting maintenance and self-renewal of
HSCs. We generated RAG2−/−γc−/− mice in which we replaced
the gene encoding mouse TPO by its human homolog. Homozy-
gous humanization of TPO led to increased levels of human en-
graftment in the bone marrow of the hosts, and multilineage
differentiation of hematopoietic cells was improved, with an in-
creased ratio of myelomonocytic verus lymphoid lineages. More-
over, maintenance of human stem and progenitor cells was
improved, as demonstrated by serial transplantation. Therefore,
RAG2−/−γc−/− TPO-humanized mice represent a useful model to
study human hematopoiesis in vivo.

Hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) are rare cells, defined by
two major properties: lifelong self-renewal, and differenti-

ation capacity to all mature hematopoietic lineage cells (1, 2). To
ensure HSC pool homeostasis, it is believed that upon cell di-
vision, HSCs generate on average one functional HSC, whereas
the other offspring cell might undergo a highly organized pro-
gram of differentiation and cellular expansion, during which
multiple lineages of committed progenitors and, ultimately, ter-
minally differentiated cells are produced.
Mouse hematopoiesis has been extensively studied during the

past decades, leading to the identification and functional char-
acterization of immunophenotypically defined cellular popula-
tions, highly enriched in stem and progenitor cells in vivo (2).
However, prospective experimental in vivo studies of human
lifelong hematopoiesis have been limited by obvious practical
and ethical restrictions.
To circumvent this limitation, several substitute, xenogeneic

transplantation models for in vivo human hematopoiesis studies
have been developed (3). Of these models, transplantation of
human hematopoietic cells into immunodeficient mice has been
broadly established in experimental hematopoiesis laboratories
(3–8). Themodels most commonly used today rely on the BALB/c
Rag2−/−γc−/− or NOD-SCID γc−/− strains of mice (9–11). Both
strains are highly immunodeficient, lacking B, T, andNK cells, and
their genetic background is permissive for human hematopoietic
engraftment and differentiation. Upon human CD34+ hemato-
poietic stem and progenitor cell transplantation, most human
hematopoietic populations (including B cells, T cells, monocytes,
dendritic cells, erythrocytes, and platelets) can develop and are
detectable in these models (7, 8, 10–12). However, in those chi-
meric animals, there is a bias toward lymphoid development with
initially high B-cell counts, myelomonocytic development is rela-
tivelyminor, and engraftment levels usually start to decline 4–6mo
after transplantation. Moreover, the xenogenic engraftment of
human cells intomice requires transplantation of large numbers of
cells comparedwith the numbers that are sufficient for the optimal

engraftment of mouse hematopoietic stem and progenitor cells
into mice, or human cells into humans, respectively (13). Fur-
thermore, in contrast to mouse HSCs transplanted into mouse
recipients (14), human HSCs do not expand, and there is no de-
finitive evidence for lifelongmaintenance in the xenogeneicmouse
environment (13). Thus, the mouse background provides a sub-
optimal environment to study the physiology of human HSCs. We
therefore hypothesized that this defect might be due to absence or
limited cross-reactivity of growth factors required to support the
function and maintenance of HSCs (13, 15).
Thrombopoietin (TPO) was initially identified as a growth

factor that promotes the development of megakaryocytes and
platelets (16–22). TPO is constitutively produced by the liver and
the kidneys and released into the blood circulation. The receptor
for TPO, c-Mpl, is expressed by hematopoietic stem and pro-
genitor cells in the bone marrow. C-Mpl is also expressed on
circulating platelets. However, the binding of TPO on platelets
does not activate any signaling pathway. Thus, thrombocytes act
as a sink or scavengers for TPO and contribute to negative reg-
ulation of thrombopoiesis. Subsequently, TPO has been recog-
nized for its important function to support the expansion and self-
renewal of HSCs (23, 24). In adult mice, TPO deficiency leads to
reduced numbers of HSCs, and the presence of TPO is needed to
maintain adult HSCs in quiescence (25, 26). Furthermore, TPO
is required to support posttransplantation expansion of mouse
HSCs, necessary to replenish the hematopoietic compartment of
irradiated hosts (23, 26). Interestingly, it has been demonstrated
that osteoblastic cells involved in forming the HSC “niche” in
the bone marrow produce TPO, critical for HSC function and
maintenance (25).
Although mouse and human TPO are both-sided cross-reactive

to the respective cognate receptorswhenusedat supraphysiological
doses in vitro, affinity and biologic activity might differ when the
cytokine acts at limiting, physiological doses in context of an in
vivo environment, particularly in themicroenvironment of theHSC
niche in the bone marrow. We thus hypothesized that mouse TPO
might not provide an appropriate stimulus to the human c-Mpl
receptor in vivo and, therefore, could account for the impaired
properties of human HSCs in the mouse environment. To correct
this potential defect, we replaced the gene encodingmouseTPOby
its human counterpart in Rag2−/−γc−/− mice.
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Results
Thrombopoietin Gene Replacement and Expression Analysis. To re-
place the gene encoding mouse TPO by its human homolog, we
generated a targeting vector by using the VELOCIGENE tech-
nology (27). This vector was designed to replace the sequence
encompassing the ORF of Tpo, but to maintain the promoter
and 5′ UTR of mouse origin (Fig. S1). This targeting construct
was electroporated into F1 BALB/c × 129 Rag2+/−γcY/− ES cells,
and correctly targeted ES cell clones were identified by real-time
PCR (27). Chimeras were generated and their progeny were
intercrossed to obtain Rag2−/−γc−/− mice with wild-type Tpo
(TPOm/m), heterozygous (TPOh/m), or homozygous (TPOh/h)
TPO gene replacement.
To determine whether human TPO is faithfully expressed in

these mice, we first extracted total RNA from a variety of organs
from a TPOh/m mouse, and we observed a similar pattern of ex-
pression for bothmouse and humanmRNAencoding TPObyRT-
PCR (Fig. 1A). Next, we compared the expression in three tissues
or cell types known to express TPO (liver, kidney, and mesen-
chymal multipotent stromal cells) from TPOm/m, TPOh/m, and
TPOh/h mice. We detected the expression of mouse Tpo in sam-
ples from TPOm/m and TPOh/m mice, whereas human TPO was
expressed in TPOh/m and TPOh/h (Fig. 1B). We also measured the
concentrations of TPO protein in the serum of the targeted mice.
Mouse TPO was detected in TPOm/m and TPOh/m animals and
human TPO in TPOh/m and TPOh/h (Fig. 1C). The concentrations
measured for human TPO were ≈10-fold lower than mouse TPO.
However, this difference is consistent with the respective physio-
logical concentrations reported in healthy human andmouse (Fig.
1C). The expression of human TPO is highly regulated at the
posttranscriptional level by mechanisms that involve alternative
splicing and restriction of the initiation of translation (28, 29).
These mechanisms ensure that the serum concentration of TPO is
maintained at a low level. Patients carrying mutations leading to
dysregulated translation of TPO have increased levels of circu-
lating TPO and develop hereditary thrombocythaemia (29). The
posttranscriptional mechanisms of mouse TPO have not been
studied in detail. Nevertheless, these observations suggest that the
concentrations of human TPO measured in the serum of TPOh/h

mice reflect physiological human values, which are of importance
for normal human hematopoieisis.

Improved Human Engraftment Levels in Bone Marrow of TPOh/h

Recipient Mice. We then engrafted 2 × 1.5 Gy irradiated new-
born Rag2−/−γc−/−TPOm/m, TPOh/m, and TPOh/h mice with hu-
man CD34+ cells purified from cord blood or fetal liver and
analyzed engraftment in bone marrow 3–4 mo or 6–7 mo later.
Although the total cellularity was comparable in both groups
(Fig. S2 A and B), we observed a significant increase in the
percentages (Fig. 2 A and B and Fig. S2B) and absolute numbers
(Fig. 2C and Fig. S2 B and C) of human hematopoietic cells
(hCD45+) in bone marrow of TPOh/h compared with TPOm/m

recipients at both time points. In contrast, we did not observe any
improvement in human engraftment in the bone marrow of
heterozygous TPOh/m recipients (Fig. S2E), suggesting that
complete mouse Tpo deficiency and/or two copies of the human
TPO allele are required to support human hematopoiesis.
Interestingly, TPOh/h recipients also displayed a lower en-

graftment variability, with an at least 80% human chimerism in
75% of the mice at 3–4 mo (Fig. 2B). The effect of homozygous
TPO replacement did not depend on the source of the human
CD34+ cells, because a similar increase in chimerism in TPOh/h

hosts was observed with cells derived from cord blood and from
fetal liver (Fig. S2D). Finally, although numbers of human cells
declined in TPOm/m hosts between the early and later time

Fig. 1. Faithful tissue-specific expression of human TPO in knock-in mice. (A)
RT-PCR analysis of mouse TPO (mTpo) and human TPO (hTPO) expression in
different tissues of a Rag2+/−γcY/− TPOh/m mouse. Mouse Rpl13a was used as
housekeeping gene. (B) RT-PCR analysis of mTpo and hTPO expression in liver,
kidney, and mesenchymal multipotent stromal cells (MSCs) of Rag2−/−γc−/−

TPOm/m, TPOh/m, and TPOh/h mice. (C) Concentrations of mouse and human
TPO proteins measured by ELISA in serum of TPOm/m, TPOh/m, and TPOh/h mice
(in pg/mL, mean ± SD, n = 7–9). ND, not detected. The normal ranges in-
dicated are from R&D Systems, Thrombopoietin Quantikine kits.

Fig. 2. Improved human engraftment levels in bone marrow of TPOh/h re-
cipient mice. (A) Representative FACS analysis of human and mouse CD45+

cells in bone marrow of TPOm/m and TPOh/h mice 3–4 mo after engraftment.
Percentages of mouse and human CD45+ cells among the total CD45+ cell
populations are indicated. (B) Percentages of human CD45+ cells in the bone
marrow 3–4 mo (Left; n = 42–53) or 6–7 mo (Right; n = 20–25) after trans-
plantation. Each symbol represents an individual mouse; horizontal bars
indicate mean values. (C) Absolute numbers of human CD45+ cells in the
bone marrow of the same animals as in B.
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points, they remained constant in TPOh/h animals (Fig. 2C and
Fig. S2C). These results are consistent with the previously de-
scribed functions of TPO in the mouse. First, TPO favors the
expansion of HSCs after transplantation into irradiated recipient
mice, leading to increased engraftment levels (23, 26); second, it
favors the maintenance of adult HSCs, leading to sustained he-
matopoiesis throughout adult life (26).

Effect of TPO Humanization on Mouse and Human Platelets. Because
TPO is well-known for its nonredundant function on thrombo-
poiesis (22), we determined whether TPO humanization affected
platelet development. Humanization of both alleles of the TPO
gene led to an approximately twofold reduction in mouse blood
platelet counts of nonengrafted Rag2−/−γc−/− mice (Fig. 3A).
After engraftment with human cells, we found that the counts of
mouse platelets in TPOh/h mice were further decreased, to <25%
of normal values (Fig. 3D). The ratio of human to mouse
platelets (Fig. 3 B and C), as well as the absolute counts of human
platelets (Fig. 3E), tended to be higher in TPOh/h mice than
in TPOm/m, but none of these differences reached statistical sig-
nificance. Furthermore, the percentage of bone marrow mega-
karyocytes (CD41a+ cells) among human cells was comparable in
both strains (Fig. 3F). The mouse population of megakaryocytes
(CD42b+) was also unaffected by the gene replacement in both
nonengrafted and engrafted mice. These results demonstrate that
levels or biologic activity of human TPO reached by our knock-in
strategy are not sufficient to fully replacemouse TPO function and
furthermore suggest that human TPO on its own is not sufficient
to support human thrombopoiesis in the mouse environment.

Multilineage Hematopoiesis in TPO-Humanized Mice. Next, we de-
termined whether human TPO could favor multilineage differ-
entiation of human hematopoietic stem and progenitor cells in
vivo. As previously reported (10, 11), the engrafted human cells
predominantly gave rise to B cells (CD19+) in wild-type Rag2−/−
γc−/− hosts (61.51 ± 4.71% of the human cells in the spleen,
mean ± SEM, n = 32) with, compared with hematopoiesis in
humans, only a small fraction of myeloid cells. When we com-
pared TPOm/m and TPOh/h recipients, we observed a significant
increase in the frequency and absolute numbers of CD33+ mye-
loid cells in the bone marrow of TPOh/h mice (Fig. 4 A and B and

Fig. S3A). This increase was mostly due to granulocytes (CD33+
CD66hiSSChi cells), whereas the fraction of monocytes (CD33hiC-
D66loCD14+) was almost similar in both strains (Fig. 4 A,C, andD
and Fig. S3 B and C). The percentage of myeloid cells (both gran-
ulocytes and monocytes) was also significantly increased in the
peripheral blood of TPOh/h animals (Fig. S3D–F). Accordingly, we
found that the population of bone marrow progenitors phenotypi-
cally described as highly enriched in granulocyte-monocyte pro-
genitors (30) (GMP; Lin−CD34+CD38+CD123loCD45RA+) was
increased relative to thepopulationof commonmyeloidprogenitors
(CMP; Lin−CD34+CD38+CD123loCD45RA−) (Fig. 4E).

Effect of TPO Humanization on Mouse and Human Hematopoietic
Stem and Progenitor Cells. We next analyzed the effect of human
TPO on the number and function of cellular populations
enriched for HSCs and progenitor cells. Genetic deletion of TPO
leads to a reduction of HSCs in adult mice (26). To determine
whether TPO humanization affects the mouse population immu-
nophenotypically defined as containing mouse HSCs, we com-
pared the percentages of mouse lineage-negative Sca1+ c-Kit+
cells in bone marrow of nonengrafted TPOm/m, TPOh/m, and
TPOh/h adult mice. We observed a significant reduction in the
percentage of these cells in both TPOh/m and TPOh/h mice com-
paredwithTPOm/m (Fig. 5A andB), suggesting that humanTPO is
either not fully cross-reactive on the mouse receptor or is not
available in sufficient amounts to support the mouse cells in this
knock-in setting.
We then characterized the human CD34+ populations in the

bonemarrowof engraftedTPOm/m andTPOh/h hosts.HumanHSCs
with long-term repopulating potential are contained in the
Lin−CD34+CD38− cell fraction (5, 31–33). The percentage of
CD34+ cells among the human CD45+ population was slightly
increased inTPOh/hmice (12.39± 0.79%vs. 10.00± 0.81%,mean±
SEM, n= 43–53, P= 0.037). We also observed a small (1.5-fold)
but statistically significant increase in the percentage of CD38−
cells within the CD34+ population in TPOh/h compared with
TPOm/m recipients (Fig. 5 C and D). Overall, it resulted in a
significant increase (≈2.8-fold) of absolute numbers of CD34+
CD38− cells in TPO-humanized mice (Fig. 5E). Next, we char-
acterized the Lin−CD34+CD38− population based on the ex-
pression of CD90 and CD45RA. The CD90+CD45RA− fraction

Fig. 3. Effect of TPO humanization on mouse and human platelets. (A) Platelet counts in the blood of adult nonengrafted mice. P < 0.0001 (one-way
ANOVA, n = 7–17; P values calculated with the Tukey post hoc test). (B) Representative FACS analysis of mouse (mCD61+) and human (hCD41a+) platelets in the
blood of TPOm/m and TPOh/h mice 3–4 mo after engraftment. The numbers indicate percentages among total events. (C) Human platelet chimerism, de-
termined by FACS, in TPOm/m and TPOh/h mice (n = 19–22). Only mice with a percentage of human CD45+ cells in the blood >5% were included in this analysis.
(D and E) Counts of mouse (mCD61+; D) and human (hCD41a+; E) platelets in the blood. (F) Human megakoryocyte percentages (CD41a+) among human
CD45+ cells in the bone marrow.
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has been described as highly enriched in long-term stem cells that
are functionally able to establish multipotent hematopoiesis in
vivo and to generate successful secondary transplants (34). We
measured a significantly higher proportion of this CD90+

CD45RA− cell population in the Lin−CD34+CD38− fraction
from TPOh/h compared with TPOm/m (Fig. 5 F and G). Thus,
based on cell surface immunophenotype, human TPO favors
populations of cells known to be highly enriched for HSCs.
To address the functional properties of this cell population, we

purified human CD34+ cells from the bone marrow of TPOm/m

and TPOh/h mice and assessed them in methylcellulose colony
formation assays in vitro. The formation of CFU-GEMM, CFU-
G, and CFU-M was modestly higher in human CD34+ cell sam-
ples isolated from TPOh/h compared with TPOm/m mice (Fig. S4).
The capacity of HSC to maintain and/or self-renew in vivo is

best demonstrated functionally by successful secondary trans-
plants. “Scid repopulating cells” (SRCs) that serially engraft in
mice represent the surrogate experimental “gold standard” for
human HSC function (35). We therefore purified human CD34+

cells from bonemarrow of TPOm/m and TPOh/h primary recipients
and transplanted them in equally low numbers (100,000 CD34+

cells per animal) into Rag2−/−γc−/− newborn mice. Bone marrow
of secondary recipients was analyzed 8 wk later (Fig. 5H). Human

CD34+ cells isolated from TPOm/m primary recipients had a very
low capacity to serially engraft, because human CD45+ cells were
detected in only 2 of 11 secondary recipients. By contrast, human
CD45+ cells were present in the bone marrow of 15 of 19 mice
engrafted with CD34+ cells isolated from TPOh/h primary recip-
ients (P = 0.0012). Because the genotype of the secondary re-
cipient mice was the same for both groups (TPOm/m), this result
indicates that the presence of human TPO in the primary recip-
ient favored the maintenance of human cells with enhanced self-
renewal capacity.
Taken together, these results demonstrate that homozygous

TPO-humanized mice represent a better environment to main-
tain self-renewal capacity and multilineage differentiation po-
tential of human hematopoietic stem and/or progenitor cells.

Discussion
Significant progress has been achieved in the development of
mice that sustain differentiation and function of the human
hematolymphopoietic system since the publication of the first
models more than two decades ago (3, 4, 7, 8). However, several
limitations remain, including (i) human cell engraftment is only
transient, not lasting for the life of recipient mice (which could
be due to the inherent low frequency of long-term HSC in the
human CD34+ cell population, as well as to the suboptimal en-
vironment provided by the mouse host), (ii) the unphysiological
bias toward the lymphoid lineage as well as poor differentiation of
myeloid cells, and (iii) the variability in the engraftment levels
between different individual animals, even when groups of mice
are transplanted with cells from a single human donor. These
limitations might be due to nonphysiologic location of human
cells, residual xenoreactivity of the immunodeficient host, dif-
ferent composition of hematolymphoid cells in mouse and human
species, and/or due to lack or insufficient mouse-to-human cross-
reactivity of hematopoiesis supporting factors, leading to prefer-
ential mouse cell support (13, 15). Here, we describe a unique
strain of recipient mice in which we humanized the gene encoding
thrombopoietin, a cytokine with important functions in the
maintenance and self-renewal of HSCs.
Upon engraftment of these mice with human CD34+, we ob-

served significant improvement in all three limitations listed
above: bone marrow chimerism was higher and was maintained
for at least 6 mo; multilineage, particularly myeloid lineage dif-
ferentiation was enhanced; and variability in engraftment levels
was reduced.
The concentrations of human TPO in the knock-in mice was

≈10-fold lower than the concentrations of mouse TPO, reflecting
the physiological values in each species. A priori, it could be
possible that the observed effect of the gene replacement is the
result of a knock down of TPO expression leading to decreased
mouse hematopoiesis and a concomitant competitive advantage
for human cells, rather than a specific positive effect of human
TPO.However, the analysis of heterozygous TPOh/m suggests that
this hypothesis is unlikely, although such a competitive advantage
probably contributes to the improved human cell engraftment.
Specifically, the heterozygous replacement of the Tpo gene in
TPOh/m mice leads to a defect in mouse HSCs that is not further
exacerbated by the elimination of the second copy of the mouse
gene in TPOh/h mice (Fig. 5 A and B). If the defect in mouse HSC
was the only factor responsible for enhanced human hematopoi-
esis, we should observe the same increase in human hematopoiesis
in TPOh/m as that observed in TPOh/h because both have the same
degree of reduction of mouse HSCs. However, we did not observe
any enhanced engraftment in TPOh/m compared with TPOm/m

recipients (Fig. S2E). Therefore, superior human hematopoiesis is
achieved in TPOh/h mice where (i) mouse HSCs are defective,
potentially increasing the space available for human cells and (ii)
two copies of the human TPO gene are present to support human
cell development. Both effects likely contribute to the increased
human engraftment; moreover, these results argue that both genes
are haploinsufficient.

Fig. 4. Improved multilineage hematopoiesis in human TPO knock-in mice.
(A) Representative FACS analysis of human myeloid cell populations in bone
marrow. (Right) DiffQuick staining of hCD45+SSChiCD33+CD66hi cells purified
from the bone marrow of TPOh/h recipients. (B–D) Absolute numbers of
human myeloid cell populations in bone marrow (n = 19). (B) Total myeloid
populations (CD33+ cells). (C) Granulocytes (CD33+CD66hi). (D) Monocytes
(CD33+CD66loCD14+). (E) FACS analysis of the myeloid progenitors pop-
ulation, based on the expression of CD123 and CD45RA, among CD34+ cells
isolated from the bone marrow and gated on the Lin−CD38+ population. The
plots shown are representative of 3–5 mice per group.
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Besides its role in the regulation of the functional properties
of HSCs, TPO is a critical cytokine required for platelet de-
velopment. Replacement of the TPO-encoding gene leads to
a significant decrease in mouse platelets. However, the human-
ization of TPO did not significantly promote human thrombo-
poiesis. This result suggests that additional defects exist that
prevent adequate development of the human platelet forma-
tion. In fact, we detected only a very small fraction of the
Lin−CD34+CD38+CD45RA−CD123− (Fig. 4H), a population
phenotypically described as highly enriched in megakarycyte/
erythrocyte progenitors (MEPs) (30).
A major difference between the mouse and human immune

systems is the fraction of granulocytes present in the blood (36,
37). Lymphocytes are preponderant in mouse blood, whereas
human blood is rich in granulocytes, a difference unclear in its
significance. Interestingly, the presence of human TPO im-
proved differentiation of human granulocytes (Fig. 4). Thus,
the presence of human TPO in recipient mice favors a balance
between granulocytes and lymphocytes that better reflects the
human physiological condition, a finding possibly due to better
maintenance and/or differentiation of human myeloid proge-
nitor cells.
More importantly, we show that TPO humanization favors the

maintenance of a human CD34+ population that can repopulate
human hematopoiesis in a secondary recipient (Fig. 5). Hence,
the Rag2−/−γc−/−TPOh/h mouse represents a unique model to
study various aspects of human stem and progenitor cell function
in vivo.
Despite the clear improvement in HSC-like cell populations,

as well as a better balance between the myeloid and lymphoid
lineages, we did not observe any significant effect of TPO hu-
manization on the overall engraftment levels in peripheral lym-
phoid tissues or in the percentages of B and T cells (Fig. S5).
This result could be explained by different factors. (i) Although
the recipient mice are sublethally irradiated before trans-
plantation, a large population of radiation-resistant mouse my-
eloid cells is still present. Among those cells, macrophages are
able to phagocyte human cells and limit the overall engraftment
levels in the periphery (38–42). (ii) Human cells may require
additional factors to favor their terminal differentiation, egress
from the bone marrow, and/or their survival in the periphery.
(iii) Finally, although secondary lymphoid organs are formed in
humanized mice, their structure is not optimal compared with
human tissues (10, 13). This partially defective structure might
represent a limit to the number of human cells that can survive in
these organs. Thus, additional gene replacements will be neces-
sary to further improve the mouse recipients.
The two most widely used mouse models as recipients for

human hematopoietic cells are either the BALB/c Rag2−/−γc−/−
or the NOD-SCID γc−/− strains. Our approach required the
ability to serially target ES cells to efficiently introduce genetic
modifications into the mouse genome. Therefore, we chose to
use the heterozygote BALB/c × 129 genetic background, which
could be reproducibly and serially targeted by homologous re-
combination and retain viability and pluripotency. ES cells de-
rived from pure BALB/c and NOD genetic backgrounds have
become available recently, but serial targeting by homologous
recombination has yet to be shown.
With both BALB/c and NOD pure backgrounds, the inter-

pretation of the engraftment results are complicated by the high
variability between individual recipients. Although BALB/c and
129 alleles segregate randomly in our model, it does not seem to
drastically increase the variability compared with the results
reported with pure genetic backgrounds (10, 11, 43). Indeed,
despite this increased genetic variability, TPOh/h recipients pres-
ent more consistent levels of human chimerism in the bone
marrow than other models.
Several studies point to a superior capacity of NOD-SCID γc−/−

hosts to support human hematopoiesis compared with BALB/c
Rag2−/−γc−/−. A recent report (43), in which the authors per-
formed a comparison of different strains of recipient mice, shows

Fig. 5. Decreased mouse lin−c-Kit+Sca1+ cells and increased number and
self-renewal potential of human stem and progenitor cells in bone
marrow of human TPO knock-in mice. (A) Representative FACS analysis
of mouse Lin− Sca1+ c-Kit+ stem and progenitor cells in the bone marrow
of nonengrafted mice. Numbers indicate the percentage of Sca1+ c-Kit+

cells among the Lin− population. (B) Quantitative analysis of the results
presented in A. P = 0.0006 (one-way ANOVA; P values calculated with the
Tukey post hoc test; n = 5 per genotype; representative of two in-
dependent experiments). (C ) Representative FACS analysis of human
CD34+CD38− cells in the bone marrow. The numbers indicate the per-
centage of CD38− cells among the human CD45+CD34+ cells. (D) Quan-
titative analysis of the percentages of CD38− cells in the human
CD45+CD34+ population (n = 43–53). (E ) Absolute numbers of human
CD34+CD38− cells in the bone marrow of the same mice as in D. (F )
Representative FACS analysis of the hematopoietic stem and progenitor
cells, based on the expression of CD90 and CD45RA, among CD34+ cells
isolated from the bone marrow and gated on the Lin−CD38− population.
LT-HSC, long-term hematopoietic stem cells; MPP, multipotent progeni-
tors; MLP, multilymphoid progenitors. (G) Quantitative analysis of the
percentages of Lin−CD34+CD38−CD90+CD45RA− cells, as identified in F.
n = 6–8, from two experiments with 4- to 5-mo-old mice. (H) Human
CD45+CD34+ cells were purified from Rag2−/−γc−/− TPOm/m and TPOh/h

primary recipient mice, transplanted into newborn Rag2− /−γc− /− mice
(100,000 cells per mouse), and human CD45+ chimerism was determined
in secondary recipients 8 wk later. The results are pooled from two in-
dependent experiments (n = 7–12 primary recipients, n = 11–19 sec-
ondary recipients).
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that it is particularly true for secondary lymphoid tissues. How-
ever, the human chimerism in the bone marrow and thymus is
comparable in NOD-SCID γc−/− and BALB/c Rag2−/−γc−/−.
Therefore, although we did not perform a direct side-by-side
comparison, these observations suggest that the TPOh/h mice re-
present an improvement relative to both BALB/c Rag2−/−γc−/−
and NOD-SCID γc−/− to study the bone marrow stages of human
hematopoiesis. Furthermore, the serial stepwise humanization of
additional genes, permitted by the use of BALB/c × 129 ES cells,
should further improve different aspects of human hematopoiesis
in our model in the near future.
In conclusion, with human TPO knockin mice, we provide

a unique model that can be useful to study in vivo physiology of
human hematopoiesis in general and human hematopoietic stem
and progenitor cells in particular. Moreover, we postulate that
these mice might be valuable to sustain in vivo human hemato-
poietic malignancies that originate from early hematopoietic
cells, such as myeloid leukemias and myeloproliferative neo-
plasias. More generally, we show that gene replacement is a pow-

erful strategy, which holds great promise to bring further prog-
ress to the field of humanized mice.

Experimental Procedures
The human TPO knock-in mice were generated by using the VELOCI-
GENE (27) and VELOCIMOUSE (44) technologies, as described in the SI
Experimental Procedures.

Recipient mice were engrafted with human hematopoietic progenitors as
described (10). The mice were killed, and the engraftment of human he-
matopoietic cells was analyzed 3–4 or 6–7 mo later. All these procedures are
detailed in SI Experimental Procedures.
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